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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

View Protect™
Protect your building and assets
with no false alarms.

View Protect™
Protect your building and assets
without false alarms.
According to the FBI, hundreds of
thousands of commercial burglaries
occur each year, leading to billions of
dollars in losses. That is why protecting
your property should be of the highest
importance. There are a variety of ways
to secure these potential entry points.
The most popular choice is to install
glass break sensors, which detect the
sound or vibrations of glass breaking
and sends alerts to notify you of the
intrusion. While glass break sensors are
widely used in the industry, they have
been known to result in false alarms –
which contributes to added costs and
hassle for your business.

There Are No False Alarms
View Protect only sends alerts when the
electrical signal running through the glass
is interrupted

100% coverage of
all glass surfaces,
with no added
sensors required.

View Protect is completely invisible, so you can keep
your building’s intended design.

View Protect is
available as an
add-on feature
with your View
Smart Windows
installation

The Product
Fortunately, there is a better way. Introducing View Protect, the
industry’s first perimeter intrusion detection solution offering 100%
coverage of all glass surfaces, with no added sensors required.
Protect is available as an add-on feature with your View Smart
Windows installation, and offers several key benefits:

Say Goodbye to False Alarms

View only sends alerts when the electrical signal running through the glass is
interrupted, so there are no false alarms.

Saves Cost, Reduces Hassle
No additional sensors mean no expensive installation or maintenance requirements. Once Protect is activated, alerts are sent to you by text,
voice, or email.

Keeps Your Building Beautiful
Protect is completely invisible, so you can keep your building’s
intended design.

24/7/365 Monitoring and Protection
Relax knowing we’ve got your back – you’ll be alerted when a glass break
occurs. You can easily configure the notifications by using the View Building
Manager web dashboard.

How It Works
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Smarter Detection

Acurate Alerts

Easy Replacement

When the glass breaks,
notifications are sent out
to the responder team

You are immediately
notified with the details:
location, zone, and exact
time of the breakage

Your View rep will
confirm the glass breakage
and coordinate the
replacement

Simple Activation
1. Activate License
After View Smart Windows are fully commissioned
on your site, you can purchase and activate a
Protect license in the View Building Manager web
dashboard for your site. View will activate your
site and help you set it up for your use.

2. Set Up View Protect
Responder Team
Once the settings are complete, you can easily
create the Protect Responder Team within the
View Building Manager web dashboard. The
Protect Responder Team allows you to
designate up to 5 people who will be notified of
the glass breakage through mobile phone, SMS
and email. We are happy to help you walk
through the process.
That’s it! Once the set up is done you can sit
back and relax and let Protect do its job.
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